It resisted attempts at Romanisation, if there was any, because it was seen as a hallmark of English nationality. Focuses on speed, otherwise blood feud would have re-emerged. New Class of people focused on law, Normans are wanting to remove independent figures of law. Strength of English law was the source of great national pride.

Rebirth of Roman Law

- Justinian’s Corpus Luris Civilis
- Italian Universities (School of Bologna)
- Roman Law is their common grammar
- 13C Roman trained VS Customary Law
- Lus Commune
- Europe’s model of Law is different

Cannon Law

- Law’s of the Church (rules and regulations of Church)
- Archbishops/bishops have strong roles grounded in cannon law

Professionalisation

- Social process whereby people come to engage in an activity to pay as meal or live hood
- Building of legal education, explosion in professional/lawyers
- Emergence of barristers
- Professional class of Lawyers-real system of laws and people can earn a living and are not restricted to Church.

England and Europe

- Form of Modern Law
- Entirely separate system to Europe